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FABRIC MANUFACTURER SOLUTION DYED ACRYLIC COMPARISON FOR ALL TYPES OF RETRACTABLE AWNINGS AND DROP SCREENS
ATTRIBUTE →
FABRIC MANUFACTURER
(Alphabetized)
↓

DICKSON®

SOLUTION DYED ACRYLIC
USED IN THE
MANUFACTURING
PROCESS

WARRANTY

●

The warranty coverage
period is 10 years from the
original purchase date. For 8
years, Dickson Constant shall
either replace free of charge
or, at its convenience,
reimburse the invoice value
of the section of fabric
recognized as faulty. In the
event of a justified complaint
after the 8th year, the
warranty will consist of a
discount on the purchase of
a new fabric: 30% during
the 9th year and 15% during
the 10th year, at the rate
applicable on the day of the
complaint.

PARA®

●

SUNBRELLA®

●

ATTRIBUTE DESCRIPTION

The warranty coverage
period is 10 years from the
original purchase date. In
case of a proved defect of
the fabric within the
warranty period, Parà will
supply a fabric equivalent to
the 100% of the value of the
faulty one up to the 8th year
from the purchase date. For
the 9th, Parà will supply this
fabric with a 30% discount.
For 10th year, Parà will
supply this fabric with a 15%
discount.
The warranty coverage
period is 10 years from the
original purchase date. Glen
Raven will provide
replacement fabric at no cost
during years one through
eight; at the then-current
selling price less a 15%
discount during the ninth
year; and less a 30%
discount during the tenth
year.
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●
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●
The OEKO-TEX® Standard 100
is an independent testing and
certification system for textile
raw materials, intermediate and
end products at all stages of
production. Testing for harmful
substances includes:

All Parà Tempotest finishing
technology uses a finish that
forms a molecular barrier
surrounding each fibre, providing
a double-action protection selfcleaning system that repels water
and oil-based stains. A
micrometric emulsion creates a
illegal substances
strong bond with the fibre during
legally regulated substances
the polymerization phase of the
known harmful (but not legally fabric to form an invisible barrier.
regulated) chemicals
When marks form, the highly
as well as parameters for
repellent component contained in
health care. The requirement
the nanoscale barrier helps water
for certification of textile
and rain to wash away the dirt.
products according to OEKOMarks are eliminated from the
TEX® Standard 100 is that all fabric so its beauty and
components of an item have to performance are preserved
comply with the required
unaltered, as well its
criteria without exception
effectiveness and wear over time.

TÜV covers all the
aspects of the industrial
production from the
project approval to the
inspection of the goods,
from the process
verification to the
product compliance, from
the qualifications of the
staff to the certification
and supervision of the
plants, from risk
assessment to reliability.

Sanitized is committed
to responsible ecological
practices with products
that use only
scientifically researched
and registered
antimicrobial active
ingredients that have
undergone strict,
internationally approved
human and
environmental risk
assessments

Sanitized Silver
provides natural
protection
against dust
mites and
bacteria. People
suffering from
allergies will have
less problems

●

Hi Clean is made
up of particles
which because of
their nanometric
size are able to
anchor
themselves
permanently to
the fabric. The
finish is deposited
not only on the
surface of the
fabric, but
envelopes each
individual fibre,
forming an
impenetrable
barrier without
compromising the
fabric's
breathability.
Makes fabrics
water and oil

GREENGUARD Certification helps
manufacturers create--and helps
buyers identify--interior products
and materials that have low
chemical emissions, improving the
quality of the air in which the
products are used.

●
The Skin Cancer
Cleangard® gives fabrics resistance
Foundation’s Seal
to stains, grease and water.
of Recommendation
is granted to sun
protection products
that have been
reviewed by and
meet the specific
criteria of an
independent
Photobiology
Committee experts
in the study of the
interaction between
ultraviolet radiation
and the skin. The
Seal is a symbol of
safe and effective
sun protection. a
manufacturer must
provide scientific
data showing that
its product

Certification represents assurance by an
independent accredited body of conformity to
specific requirements. It covers products and
their components, services, people and systems.
The certification process typically includes onsite audits and standardized testing and
inspections. Once a certificate has been
delivered, it is maintained through regular
audits. Bureau Veritas’ inspection services
provide our clients with confidence that their
products, processes and installations comply
with international and local regulations,
voluntary standards and their own
requirements.

